Multimedia communication terminal monitoring system

In order to provide a monitoring system for a multimedia communication terminal which can detect reliably the abnormal reproduction of multimedia data, using a simple configuration and having a sufficient consideration for the user's interface, detecting the scheduled interruption of the multimedia data delivery, the monitoring system includes a decode counter (49), a count value of the decode counter being incremented each time that video data of a picture frame is decoded from multimedia data delivered through a transmission line (23) by a video decoder (48), and control means (41) for determining whether or not the multimedia data are supplied by detecting the beginning and the end of the reproduction of the multimedia data, and detecting whether or not an abnormal state occurred in the multimedia communication terminal (22) by checking for any alteration of the count value.
Description

The present invention relates to a monitoring system for a multimedia communication terminal for reproducing video data delivered through a bi-directional transmission cable, and in particular, though not exclusively, to a monitoring system for monitoring the status of the multimedia communication terminal and detecting whether or not an abnormal state has occurred in reproducing the video data.

The provision of video data by way of a bi-directional transmission cable, such as in CATV, has become popular depending upon the diversification of personal or business demands regarding video information. Technical developments relating to an interactive television service called the VOD (Video On Demand) are active at present.

Reference will now be made to FIG. 11 of the accompanying drawings, which is a block schematic diagram illustrating a CATV system which has been proposed in Japanese patent application laid open as a Provisional Publication No. 324784/’92 for realizing the VOD service with simple equipment.

Referring to FIG. 11, there is shown a central system having a so-called head end system 11 at one end of a transmission line 12, each of the other ends of the transmission line 12 being connected to a respective STB (Set Top Box) 13 provided for each of a plurality of video displays 14 of subscribers to the CATV system. The head end system 11, having a recording medium or a video recorder, supplies multimedia data and takes charge of the supply control. Each of the STB's 13 functions as a multimedia communication terminal and is connected to a video display 14 having an interface with the STB. In the CATV system of FIG. 11, there are also provided special channel selectors SCS 15, which are controlled only from the head end system 11 to be tuned to one of the transmission channels to be connected to a special programme channel of a programme selector of the STB 13.

In the CATV system being described, when a subscriber designates a specified programme to be delivered at a specified time, the supplier at the head end system 11 controls remotely the tuning circuit of the SCS 15 to be tuned to a transmission channel through which the specified programme is delivered, so that the subscriber can receive the specified programme by operating the programme selector of the respective STB 13 to the special programme channel connected to the output of the SCS 15.

This is an example of the operation of the VOD system.

There has also been proposed and there is being developed a CATV system called an N-VOD (Near Video On Demand) system. In an N-VOD system, subscribers prior register the programmes and the time zones that they desire to be reserved and the service provider delivers multimedia data of a respective programme in a desired time zone from the head end system through the transmission line to subscribers who reserved the programme in particular the time zone.

There has also been proposed another N-VOD system wherein the head end system delivers multimedia data of the same programme through a plurality of transmission channels, with a certain time difference between each of the plurality of transmission channels, for enabling a subscriber, who intends to receive a programme, to select one of the plurality of the transmission channels where data of the intended programme is to be delivered in his particular time zone.

In these N-VOD systems, the multimedia data are supplied in a certain time zone and the subscriber has to wait for the beginning of the desired programme when he turns on the multimedia communication terminal early and to watch the display in vain.

To avoid this problem, an N-VOD system has been proposed in Japanese patent application laid open as a Provisional Publication No. 250314/’95, wherein a special sub-channel is selected when a subscriber turns on the multimedia terminal and a main channel is designated on which his desired programme is soon to begin. In the special sub-channel, several short programmes are provided and at the time when the desired programme begins in the main channel, the multimedia terminal is controlled to be turned over to the main channel, enabling the subscriber to receive the proposed N-VOD system with little incongruity.

In these services, namely either the VOD services or the N-VOD services, the head end system takes charge of the supply control and, in this sense, the service provider is responsible for delivering a good service to each of the subscribers. There may always be a possibility that an abnormal state will occur in the multimedia communication terminal as a result of an unexpected obstacle, even when the remainder of the other equipment is working normally.

Accordingly, an effective method has been proposed for detecting an abnormal state in the multimedia communication terminal and reporting it to the head end system.

In the specification of Japanese patent application laid open as a Provisional Publication No. 45698/’88, there has been proposed a method for detecting an abnormal state from the picture data of a monitor ITV, in which the brightness value of the A/D-converted pixel data of a moving picture frame is compared with that of a picture frame that had existed 0.5 to 1 seconds previously. When the brightness difference between the two picture frames remains within a threshold value for a certain period, it may be decided that an abnormal state has occurred in relation to the monitoring object, in a production robot, for example, which should operate without cease.

In the specification of another Japanese patent application laid open as a Provisional Publication No. 51141/’85, there has been proposed a method for de-
detecting the runaway of software, wherein a runaway watch programme is implemented that periodically interrupts the main programme at a low priority of interruption. When the runaway watch programme ends normally, a performance confirmation pulse is generated to be counted by a pulse counter. Another counter counts the number of interruptions programmed to occur in a certain interval. Thus, a software runaway is detected, in the proposed method, by comparing the number of the performance confirmation pulses with the number of interruptions, as no performance confirmation pulse is generated when the runaway watch programme does not end normally.

However, these previously proposed methods for detecting abnormal states are considered to be a little too complicated to be applied widely for detecting an abnormal state of the multimedia communication terminal. Moreover, there may be cases where picture brightness variance remains within the threshold value even when the multimedia communication terminal is operating normally, or cases, on the contrary, where some obstacle is found even when software in the multimedia communication terminal is operating normally.

Furthermore, in N-VOD systems such as those previously described, there may be scheduled interruptions of multimedia data supply, where no picture is reproduced despite there being no abnormal state of the multimedia communication terminals.

Features of a multimedia communication terminal which can detect abnormal reproduction of multimedia data, to be described below, by way of example, in illustration of the invention are that it is comparatively reliable, has a simple configuration, taking into consideration the needs of the user interface as well as of the head end, and is able to discriminate scheduled interruptions of the multimedia data delivery reliably from the abnormal reproduction thereof.

In a particular monitoring system of a multimedia communication terminal to be described below, by way of example in illustration of the invention there are a decode counter, a count value of the decode counter being incremented each time that video data of a picture frame is decoded from multimedia data delivered through a transmission line by a video decoder provided in the multimedia communication terminal, control means for detecting the occurrence of an abnormal state in the multimedia communication terminal by checking an alteration in the count value, a video data processing unit controlled by the control means to generate display data for informing a user of the abnormal state when the abnormal state is detected, and a communication circuit controlled by the control means to send an abnormal message to the head end system requesting that the delivery of the multimedia data be reopened when it is confirmed that the abnormal state has been eliminated.

In another system to be described below by way of example in illustration of the invention, the control means also determines whether or not the multimedia data have been supplied by detecting the beginning and the end of reproduction of the multimedia data, the communication circuit is so controlled by control means as to send an abnormal message informing the head end system of the abnormal state when the multimedia data is supplied and the abnormal state is detected, and the video data processing unit is controlled by the control means to generate the display data for informing a user of the abnormal state when the multimedia data is supplied and the abnormal state is detected.

The following description and drawings disclose, by means of examples, the invention which is characterised in the appended claims, whose terms determine the extent of the protection conferred hereby.

In the drawings:

FIG. 1 is a block schematic diagram illustrating a multimedia communication terminal connected with a head end system,
FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating the abnormal state detection routine performed by the CPU 41 of FIG. 1,
FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating the operation in the head end system 21 of FIG. 1 receiving a message informing the head end system of the occurrence of an abnormal state,
FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of the multimedia terminal 22 receiving a reply message from the head end system 21,
FIG. 5 is a timing chart illustrating a sequence of controls performed by the CPU 41,
FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating a former part of the abnormal state detection routine,
FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating the latter part of the abnormal state detection routine of FIG. 6,
FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating the onset of the reproduction detection routine performed in the CPU 41,
FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating the reproduction ending detection routine, and
FIG. 10 is a flowchart of a part of the abnormal state detection routine performed in still another embodiment.

Now, embodiments illustrative of the present invention will be described by way of example with reference to the accompanying drawings.

FIG. 1 is a block schematic diagram illustrating a multimedia communication terminal 22 connected with a head end system 21 through a transmission line 23 for delivering multimedia data and a control signal line 24 for exchanging control signals. The head end system 21 is equipped with recording media or a video recorder,
supplies multimedia data and takes charge of the supply control as described in connection with the head end system 11 of the previously proposed arrangement described with reference to FIG. 11.

In the arrangement of FIG. 1, the multimedia communication terminal 22 includes a tuner 34 for selecting a desired channel from multimedia data 33 supplied through a data input terminal 31 connected to the transmission line 23, an input data processor 35 for extracting video data and audio data from data of a channel selected by the tuner 34, a video data processing unit 42 having a video data memory 47 for buffering the video data extracted by the input data processor 35 and a video data decoder 48 for decoding the video data buffered in the video data memory 47, a display circuit 44 for generating display signals to be displayed on a monitor 43 according to the video data decoded by the video data processing unit 42, an audio data processing unit 45 having an audio data memory 51 for buffering the audio data extracted by the input data processor 35 and an audio data decoder 52 for decoding the audio data buffered in the audio data memory 51, an amplifier 53 for amplifying the audio data decoded by the audio data processing unit 45 to be output through a speaker 54, a communication circuit 36 for exchanging control signals 37 through a control signal I/O terminal 32 connected to the control signal line 24, a CPU 41 for controlling the tuner 34, the input data processor 35, the communication circuit 36, the video data memory 47, the video data decoder 48, the display circuit 44, the audio data memory 51, the audio data decoder 52, and so on, by way of bus lines 39, and an input device 56 for inputting user's indication to the CPU 41.

To the bus lines 39, there are also connected a ROM (Read Only Memory), a RAM (Random Access Memory), etc. (not shown in the drawings) to be used by the CPU 41. Furthermore, in FIG. 1, there is illustrated, as mentioned above, a multimedia communication terminal 22 having the display circuit 44, the monitor 43, the amplifier 53 and the speaker 54 in its unit. However, the multimedia terminal may be composed of a STB and a video monitor, in a similar way to that described with reference to FIG. 11.

In the embodiment of FIG. 1, a decode counter 49 is also provided in the video data decoder 48.

The decode counter 49 counts the number of pictures decoded by the video data decoder 48, that is, the count value of the decode counter 49 is incremented every time that decoding the data of a picture frame is accomplished in the video decoder 48.

By reading out the count value of the decode counter 49 periodically, the CPU 41 is able to detect the abnormal state of the multimedia communication terminal 22.

FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating the abnormal state detection routine performed by the CPU 41.

The abnormal state detection routine is triggered by a periodical interruption from a software timer, counting a clock signal of the CPU 41, for example.

The interval of the periodical interruption is set to be longer than the processing time needed for decoding the data of at least one picture frame. In this embodiment, the interval is also set to be longer than the time needed from when a reopening request for a multimedia data transmission to be made is sent out from the multimedia communication terminal 22 until when a picture is reproduced from the multimedia data delivered from the head end system 21, after the reopening of multimedia data transmission. The reason will be described below.

When the multimedia communication terminal 22 begins the reproduction of multimedia data, the software timer begins to count up and the CPU 41 is interrupted and changed over to the abnormal state detection routine. The CPU 41 confirms the interruption (at step S101) and checks if the interruption is the first interruption after the beginning of the reproduction (at step S102), referring to an interruption register, for example, provided in the RAM, which is cleared at the beginning of every picture reproduction and incremented at every interruption.

When the interruption is the first interruption, the CPU 41 reads out the count value of the decode counter 49 (at step S103) and stores the count value in an area of the RAM (at step S104), ending the abnormal state detection routine for awaiting a second interruption.

When the interruption is not found to be the first interruption (at step S102), the CPU 41 reads out the count value of the decode counter 49 (at step S105) and stores the count value overwriting (at step S106) in the area where the count value read out at the interruption before the preceding interruption is stored. (Therefore, that area is first written when the interruption concerned is the second interruption after the beginning of a reproduction.) Then, the count value concerned is compared (at step S107) with that previously stored in the other area of the RAM read out from the decode counter 49 at the interruption just preceding the interruption concerned.

If the count value concerned differs from the preceding count value, it is confirmed that data of at least one picture have been decoded normally in the interval and the abnormal state detection routine ends.

Should the value of the count concerned be found to be the same as the preceding count value, the CPU 41 decides that some abnormal state has occurred in the multimedia communication terminal 22, controlling the video decoder 48 (at step S108) to output a background color to mask the picture which would otherwise be displayed. Then, the CPU 41 controls the communication circuit 36 (at step S109) to send a message to the head end system 21, the upper system of the multimedia communication terminal 22, informing it of the occurrence of an abnormal state, which is transmitted in the control signals 37 to the head end system 21 by way of the control signal line 24, whereby the abnormal
state detection routine ends, the software timer being stopped (at step S110) to suspend any following interruptions.

FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating the procedure in the head end system 21 for receiving the message informing of the occurrence of an abnormal state in the multimedia communication terminal 22.

When a control unit (not shown in the drawings) in the head end system 21 receives a message (at step S201) informing the head end system 21 of the occurrence of an abnormal state in a multimedia communication terminal, the multimedia communication terminal 22, for example, the control unit controls the head end system 21 to stop the transmission of the multimedia data 33 to the multimedia communication terminal 22 (at step S202) and returns a reply message thereto (at step S203) through the control signal line 24, informing it of the suspension of the data transmission.

FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of the multimedia terminal 22 receiving the reply message from the head end system 21.

The CPU 41 waits for the reply message (at step S301) after sending out (at step S109 of FIG. 2) the message informing the head end system 21 of the occurrence of an abnormal state, and, when it is received, controls the video data processing unit 42 to display information (at step S302) informing the user that the delivery of data is suspended by the head end system because an abnormal state has occurred in the multimedia communication terminal 22.

The user can confirm the actual state of the multimedia communication terminal 22 from the information displayed, which may include an indication to the user of some probable causes to be checked. According to the indication that the cable connection should be checked, the user can reset the transmission line 23 to the data input terminal 31 when the connection is poor or non-existent, for example.

In the embodiment being described, the CPU 41 waits (at step S303) for a user's key input confirming the elimination of the abnormal state.

When confirmation is received by means of the user's key input that the abnormal state has been eliminated, the CPU 41 initializes the input data processor 35 (at step S304), resets the video decoder 48 into the reproduction mode (at step S305), restarts the software timer (at step S306) and requests the head end to reopen the multimedia data transmission (at step S307).

In this embodiment, the reopening request for the transmission of the multimedia data is sent (at step S307) after starting the software timer (at step S306). This is the reason why the interruption interval of the software timer is set, as previously described, to be longer than the time needed from when the reopening request is sent out until a first picture is reproduced from the multimedia data delivered from the head end system 21.

FIG. 5 is a timing chart illustrating the sequence of the controls performed by the CPU 41, namely the software of the multimedia communication terminal 22, in connection with the hardware thereof and the head end system 21. Control steps described with reference to FIGs. 2 to 4 are represented with the same step numbers and any duplicated description is omitted. Replying to the reopening request sent at step 307 from the multimedia communication terminal 22, a confirmation reply is returned (at step S401) from the head end system 21 and the multimedia data supply is reopened (at step S402).

Thus, in this embodiment, an abnormal state of the multimedia communication terminal 22 is detected and reported to the head end system individually, and the data supply is controlled accordingly.

Hereinafter, an embodiment has been described in which the multimedia data are reproduced at a normal speed in the multimedia communication terminal 22, but it is easily understood that the embodiment can be applied in the same way when a special reproduction, for example, a slow speed reproduction of the multimedia data are performed.

The abnormal state detection routine illustrated in FIG. 2 may be modified as shown in FIGs. 6 and 7, wherein the detection period can be set independent of the interruption interval of the software timer.

FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing the former part of the abnormal state detection routine in another embodiment illustrative of the invention, which is performed in the CPU 41 and which is triggered by the interruption of the software timer in a similar way to that of the embodiment of FIG. 2.

When the multimedia communication terminal 22 begins the reproduction of the multimedia data, the software timer begins to count up and the CPU 41 is interrupted and changed over to the abnormal state detection routine periodically. The CPU 41 confirms the interruption (at step S501) and checks whether or not the interruption is the first interruption after the beginning of the reproduction (at step S502), referring to an interruption register, provided, for example, in the RAM, which is cleared at the beginning of the picture reproduction and incremented at every interruption.

When the interruption is the first interruption, the CPU 41 reads out the count value of the decode counter 49 (at step S503) and stores the count value in an area of the RAM (at step S504), ending the waiting of the abnormal state detection routine for a second interruption.

When the interruption is not found to be the first interruption (at step S502), the CPU 41 checks to see if the interruption concerned is the second interruption (at step S505), in this embodiment. When this is the case, the abnormal state detection routine ends the waiting for the third interruption, storing the count value read out of the decode counter 49 in another area of the RAM (at step S507).

FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating the latter part of the abnormal state detection routine performed when the in-
The CPU checks if the abnormal counter after the increment shows a threshold value or not (at step S514), so the abnormal state detection routine ends, the software timer is left active. When the CPU 41 is programmed to check if after the increment the abnormal counter shows a threshold value or not (at step S514), that is, when at least one picture is decoded in three interruption intervals, an abnormal counter, which is also provided in an area of the RAM, is cleared to "0", and the CPU 41 waits for the next following interruption.

When the three count values are found to be the same (at step S511), that is, when at least one picture is decoded in three interruption intervals, an abnormal counter, which is also provided in an area of the RAM, is cleared to "0", and the CPU 41 waits for the next following interruption.

When the abnormal counter shows a value smaller than "10", the abnormal detection routine ends without any further action, considering that no picture has been decoded for some intervals, but that it is too early to decide that an abnormal state has occurred.

Should the abnormal counter reach "10", it will be decided by the multimedia communication terminal 22 that an abnormal state has surely occurred. The CPU 41 controls both the video decoder 48 (at step S515) to output a background colour to mask the displayed picture, and the communication circuit 36 (at step S516) to send a message to the head end system 21, the upper system of the multimedia communication terminal 22 informing it of the occurrence of an abnormal state, which is transmitted by the control signals 37 to the head end system 21 by way of the control signal line 24, and the abnormal state detection routine ends, the software timer being stopped (at step S517) for suspending any following interruptions. In the embodiment, the CPU 41 checks if the abnormal counter after the increment shows a threshold value or not (at step S514), so the abnormal state is not checked doubly even if the software timer is left active. When the CPU 41 is programmed to check if after the increment the abnormal counter shows at least the threshold value or not at step S514, it is necessary to suspend the software timer.

In the embodiment shown in FIGs. 6 and 7, the decode counter 49 may be so prepared that it counts-up pulses of the vertical synchronous signal to be used to synchronize the monitor 43, and it is reset at every time when decoding of the data of a picture frame is accomplished in the video decoder 48. Should the step S511 of FIG. 7 should be so modified that the abnormal counter is reset to "0" when the three count values are found to be the same, and is otherwise incremented at step S513, the steps S514 to S516 follow.

Heretofore, two embodiments of the invention have been described.

The first embodiment described with reference to FIG. 2 is preferably applied to a multimedia communication terminal 22 wherein the interruption interval of the software timer is comparatively long; ten seconds for example. In such a multimedia communication terminal, 300 picture frames should be decoded in an interval of the interruption when 30 picture frames are scheduled to be decoded. So, when the count value of the decode counter 49 does not vary during a ten seconds' interruption interval, it can be decided reasonably surely that an abnormal state has occurred in the multimedia communication terminal 22.

On the other hand, the second embodiment described with reference to FIGs. 6 and 7 is preferably applied to a multimedia communication terminal 22 wherein the interruption interval of the software timer is comparatively short, a half second for example. There may occur some instantaneous interruptions in the transmission line 23. In such a case, that is, when the multimedia data 33 are supplied normally after an instantaneous interruption, it is inconvenient for the user, as well as for the service provider, if the display programme is suspended by deciding that the instantaneous interruption is an abnormal state. Therefore, in the second embodiment, the three count values of the decode counter 49 read out at each three successive interruptions of the software timer are compared, and further, only when the coincidence of the three count values occurs successively more than a threshold number of times, is it decided that the multimedia communication terminal 22 is in an abnormal state. Therefore, even for the multimedia communication terminal 22 wherein an interruption interval of the software timer is comparatively short, can the abnormal state detection be carried out with sufficient reliability, by setting the threshold value appropriately.

Now, there will be described another embodiment illustrative of the invention to be applied in particular to a multimedia communication terminal for reproducing the N-VOD service.

As previously described, there may be a time during which no multimedia data is provided for a subscriber when the subscriber turns on his multimedia communication terminal 22, in the N-VOD service, or there may be scheduled interruptions of the multimedia data supply when the multimedia communication terminal 22 is so controlled that it is tuned to a sub-channel supplying short programmes in such an N-VOD service as has previously been proposed.

Therefore, these scheduled interruptions, where data of no picture frame is decoded, should be distinguished from an abnormal reproduction because of the multimedia communication terminal 22.

For the purpose, a routine for detecting the begin-
In the third embodiment, the reproduction beginning detection routine is triggered by a reproduction interruption generated by the video decoder 48 and supplied to the CPU 41 by way of the bus lines 39 of FIG. 1, when data of a picture are decoded for the first time after the multimedia communication terminal 22 has been activated.

When the reproduction interruption has been confirmed (at step S601) and the beginning detection routine is started, the CPU 41 controls the video decoder 48 to mask, or inhibit from generating, the reproduction interruption (at step S602), setting the video data processing unit 42 into a waiting mode (at step S703) and resets the video decoder 48 to mask, or inhibit from generating, the reproduction interruption (at step S603). Then, the CPU 41 sets a reproduction flag to '1' (at step S604) and enables (at step S605) the input signal processor 35 to generate an ending interruption when an end code is detected in the multimedia data 33.

When the input signal processor 35, enabled to generate the ending interruption, receives an end code indicating the termination of a multimedia service, an ending interruption is generated, which is confirmed by the CPU 41 (at step S701) and the reproduction ending detection routine is started. Controlling the input signal processor 35 to mask the ending interruption (at step S702), the CPU 41 sets the video data processing unit 42 into a waiting mode (at step S703) and resets the reproduction flag to '0' (at step S704), and enables the video decoder 48 (at step S705) to generate the reproduction interruption, waiting for the next reopening of the multimedia supply.

Thus, the reproduction status, that is whether video data should be decoded or not, of the multimedia communication terminal 22 can be confirmed in the embodiment whenever by referring to the reproduction flag.

By making use of the reproduction flag, the scheduled interruption of the multimedia data supply can be discriminated as shown in FIG. 10.

FIG. 10 is a flowchart of a part of the abnormal state detection routine performed in the third embodiment, corresponding to steps S108 to S110 of FIG. 2 in the first embodiment and to steps S515 to S517 of FIG. 7 in the second embodiment.

When an abnormal possibility is detected at step S107 of FIG. 2, or at step S514 of FIG. 7, that is, when data of no picture frame is decoded for a period, the CPU 41 checks the reproduction flag (at step S901).

When the reproduction flag is not '1', the abnormal state detection routine of the third embodiment ends without any further action, otherwise, the CPU 41 controls the video decoder 48 (at step S902) to output a background colour to mask the displayed picture. Then, the CPU 41 controls the communication circuit 36 (at step S903) to send a message to the head end system 21, the upper system of the multimedia communication terminal 22, informing it of the occurrence of an abnormal state, stopping the software timer (at step S904).

In connection with FIG. 10, an application of the reproduction flag for discriminating the scheduled interruption of the multimedia supply from the abnormal state in the multimedia communication terminal 22 is described.

However, the reproduction flag, namely, the reproduction status detection itself can be applied in various ways. For example, it may be transmitted to the head end system 21 through the control signal line 24 to be referred to by a fare account system in the head end system 21, or an appropriate guidance to the user may be displayed on the monitor 43 when the reproduction flag is '0'.

It will be understood that although particular embodiments illustrative of the invention have been described, by way of example, variations and modifications thereof, as well as other embodiments may be made within the scope of the appended claims.

Claims

1. A monitoring system for a multimedia communication terminal for reproducing multimedia data supplied through a transmission line from a head end system, the monitoring system including

   a decode counter (49), a count value of the decode counter (49) being incremented each time that video data of a picture frame is decoded from multimedia data delivered through the transmission line (23) by a video decoder (48) provided in the multimedia communication terminal (22), and

   control means (41) for detecting the occurrence of an abnormal state in the multimedia communication terminal (22) by checking for an alteration in the count value.

2. A monitoring system as claimed in claim 1 including

   a communication circuit (36), the communication circuit (36) being controlled by the control means (41) to send an abnormal message to the head end system (21) requesting that the delivery of the multimedia data to the multimedia communication terminal (22) be suspended when the abnormal state is detected.

3. A monitoring system as claimed in claim 1, including

   a video data processing unit (42), the video data processing unit (42) being controlled by the control means (41) to generate display data for informing a user of the abnormal state when the
abnormal state is detected, and a communication circuit (36), the communication circuit (36) being controlled by the control means (41) to send an abnormal message to the head end system (21) requesting that the delivery of the multimedia data to the multimedia communication terminal (22) be suspended when the abnormal state is detected, and that a reopening request be sent to the head end system (21) requesting that the delivery of the multimedia data to the multimedia communication terminal (22) be reopened when it is confirmed that the abnormal state has been eliminated.

4. A monitoring system as claimed in claim 1, wherein the control means (41) reads out the count value periodically at a certain interval, and decides that an abnormal state has occurred in the multimedia communication terminal (22) when the count value does not vary during the certain interval.

5. A monitoring system as claimed in claim 1, wherein the control means (41) reads out the count value periodically at a certain interval, and decides that an abnormal state has occurred in the multimedia communication terminal (22) when the count value does not vary during a predetermined time which is greater than three of the certain intervals.

6. A monitoring system for a multimedia communication terminal for reproducing multimedia data supplied through a transmission line from a head end system, the monitoring system including control means (41) for determining whether or not the multimedia data are supplied by detecting the beginning and the end of the reproduction of the multimedia data.

7. A monitoring system for a multimedia communication terminal for reproducing multimedia data supplied through a transmission line from a head end system, the monitoring system including:

   a decode counter (49), a count value of the decode counter (49) being incremented each time that video data of a picture frame is decoded from multimedia data delivered through the transmission line (23) by a video decoder (48) in the multimedia communication terminal (22), and control means (41) for determining whether or not the multimedia data are supplied by detecting the beginning and the end of the reproduction of the multimedia data, and for detecting whether or not an abnormal state has occurred in the multimedia communication terminal (22) by checking for any alteration in the count value.

8. A monitoring system as claimed in claim 7 including a communication circuit (36), the communication circuit (36) being controlled by the control means (41) to send an abnormal message informing the head end system (21) of the existence of the abnormal state when the multimedia data is supplied and the abnormal state is detected.

9. A monitoring system as claimed in claim 7, including a video data processing unit (42), the video data processing unit (42) being controlled by the control means (41) to generate display data for informing a user of the existence of the abnormal state when the multimedia data is supplied and the abnormal state is detected.

10. A monitoring system as claimed in claim 6, wherein the control means (41) detects the beginning of the reproduction of the multimedia data by a software interruption generated when picture data are first decoded from the multimedia data of a programme, and the ending of the reproduction of the multimedia data by another software interruption generated when an end code is detected in the multimedia data.

11. A monitoring system as claimed in claim 7, wherein the control means (41) detects the beginning of the reproduction of the multimedia data by a software interruption generated when picture data are first decoded from the multimedia data of a programme, and the ending of the reproduction of the multimedia data by another software interruption generated when an end code is detected in the multimedia data.
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**FIG. 8**

- **START**
- Confirm Reproduction Interruption (S601)
- Mask Reproduction Interruption (S602)
- Set Video Data Processing Unit Into Reproduction Mode (S603)
- Set Reproduction Flag to '1' (S604)
- Enable Ending Interruption (S605)
- **END**

**FIG. 9**

- **START**
- Confirm Ending Interruption (S701)
- Mask Ending Interruption (S702)
- Set Video Data Processing Unit Into Waiting Mode (S703)
- Reset Reproduction Flag to '0' (S704)
- Enable Reproduction Interruption (S705)
- **END**
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